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Internal Weakness in Russia

The chances are that the
circumstances
which forced
Malenkov out of office have to
do with the long-range planning of the Communist Party
leaders who have been trying
to apply their socialistic doctrine. They have been defeated thus far by the workings of human nature—the refusal of the peasants to produce food for others when they
cannot make a livelihood themselves.
The frequency with which
the word "agriculture” is used
in the statements and addresses
attending the ouster of Malenkov and his own emphasis on
his lack of success in that
direction serves to confirm
the belief that internal troubles have been growing rather
than diminishing inside Russia.
With such an unrest developing. the efforts of the Politburo will be concentrated on
preventing any new problems
from arising—such as a new
war in the Far East—which
could put an extra drain on
the already strained Soviet

proclaiming

at the behest of
a clique, that he has been
guilty of inefficiency is one
that could happen only in an
oligarchy,
where the people
are not permitted to express
themselves and where death
faces the top man if he doesn’t
do the bidding of the group.
Will it mean peace or war?
This question cannot be answered even by the coterie of
men who call themselves rulers
in Moscow. For the fact is
that Soviet Russia isn’t producing enough
food for her
growing population and the
men in command know their*
tenure will be short-lived unless the food crisis is solved.
In desperation—and in an effort to consolidate the people
by arousing their patriotism—there could be a move made
that would threaten world
peace.
But experience has
shown that during World War
I when the army really got
concerned about internal affairs and a revolution occurred,
a separate peace with the
enemy was made despite all
the patriotic appeals.

The coincidence of the dismissal of Malenkov and the
by Forboastful statement
eign Minister Molotov that Soviet Russia is far ahead of the
United States in hydrogenbomb development cannot be
overlooked. The Soviet committee which planned the firing of Malenkov knew it would
be regarded by the world as
a sign of weakness, and they
prepared what might be called
an anticipatory rebuttal.
But this version of the
change
which the Politburo
has just made will not be
accepted throughout the world
and least of all in the areas
bordering on the Soviet Union.
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practical suggestions. As they
see it. he has dealt with what
they regard as the gravest internal crisis in this democracy
in the spirit of a Lady Bountiful who restricts her gifts to
the worthy poor.

The reference is to the President’s ban on outright grants
except to communities too poor
to build their own schools.
There will be no States and
few' communities
willing to
take the pauper’s oath on this
or any other proposition. Actually, many of the wealthiest
States which spend proportionately the largest share of
their revenues on education are
among the most hard-pressed.
The idea that some parts of

aligned

against

each

war,

a

other in
cold
the
“United" Nations ceased to
exist. Instead of a standing
peace conference
it became a
political battle arena.
group
No member or
within
it stands as an impartial tribunal with the power to enforce a decision. The neutrals,
especially

India, might try to

exercise such a function, but
their determination not to be
involved in armed conflicts
rules out any enforcement role.
The present concept of "aggressor” falls in almost any
case.

United Nations members vote
according to the side they are
on. But the question of who
fired first does not cover, in
any case, the realities of a war
crisis.
War encompasses
other
measures than shooting. An
ultimatum delivered by one
power to another has always
been interpreted as a declaration of intention to fight, if it
is not accepted. The organization of armed guerrillas or
“undergrounds” on foreign territory is a war measure. So is
economic blockade.
The simple definition of aggression is practically impossible to apply in a civil war.
Partnership always influences
Judgment.
In Spain

world
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communism

.

Japan.

But we went on supporting
him after the war against
Japan had been won and the
civil war lost.
The Chinese National Army,
by an American
protected
Fleet,
has been perpetually
bombarding
Communist-held
islands and mainland. Such
bombardments
are shooting
war. They constitute an argument convincing far beyond
the Communist bloc that
America, in supporting them,
is aggressively intervening in
an internal Chinese matter.
As long as the United Nations fails to find a better
definition of aggression it cannot be even a strong moral instrument for peace.
I suggest that there is one:
An aggressor is the party who
in a situation of actual or immediately threatening war refuses a cease-fire, and refuses
to negotiate. The onus of aggression, it seems to me, should
be put. not on the party who
starts the shooting (which is
often hard to determine), but
upon the party who refuses to
stop
the shooting and to
negotiate.
For this can be
unequivocally determined.
In opposing the cease-fire
both Chiang and Chou are
wrong.
In sitting

on the fence on
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A House committee approves a SIO,OOO pay raise for Congressmen.
Now where are the cynics who say Congressmen don’t
have the. courage to tackle unpopular issues?
**

*

*

Marshal Nikolai Bulganin, new boss of Russia, is a former
banker. Khrushchev, Molotov & Co. have adopted the United
States Navy anthem for their theme song: "Bankers away, boys,
bankers away ...”
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this country should publicly
admit to their poverty and
throw themselves.on the mercy
of richer States or the Federal
Government seems to have
appeal in many quarters.
It

¦
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MinAPPLE VALLEY, Calif., Feb.
ister Ichiro Hatoyama said last 9.—An Edwards Air Force Base
pilot and a civilian were killed
night that despite the Russian
yesterday
when
their B-57
shakeup
“there won’t be any bomber crashed and exploded
change
in the Japanese basic five miles north of here, the Air
Force reported.
policy to normalize relations.”
The pilot was Capt. Anderson
“I cannot think that the Russian attitude will change,” he B. Honts, married and the
father of three children.
His
told newsmen in commenting on parents are Mr. and
Mrs. A. B.
the Soviet initiative in seeking an i Honts of Front Royal, Va.
Identification of his civilian
i end to the technical state of war passenger
was withheld pending
Ibetween the two countries.
Foreign Minister Mamoru Shi- .! notification of his family.
The Air Force said the plane
also expressed
doubt
i gemitsu resignation
that the
of Premier was on a routine test flight.
Georgi M. Malenkov would affect
plans for opening preliminary
talks, but added:
"The struggle for power among
Soviet high officials is continu-

emerges

at the

regularly

an-

nual conference of the State
Governors and as regularly the
overwhelming majority of the
Governors turn the cold shoulder.
This quarrel is basic. The
original architects of the welfare state—most of which the
President
has accepted, at
least in theory—believe in
prompt and ample Federal
action to meet national social
emergencies
like that confronting the schools.
From
their point of view the President's approach in the new
message looks back—way back.
Perhaps one trouble with the
present special school problem
is that Washington draws to
it for the most part the successful, the well-to-do and the
more mature citizens. Their
children are not victims of
the present cruel classroom
shortage
and, as a French
philosopher said, one bears
with equanimity the misfortunes of others.

ing."

Mr.

indicated that
to get a clear
statement of Japanese policy before the upheaval in Moscow.
He said Russia had asked Japan
to clarify its attitude “before an
important conference from February 3 to February 7.”
Hatoyama
Russia had tried

BOMBAY.—During the
year India raised
on more than 261
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an all-time record.
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$95 Sidney West Topcoats __557.00
SBS English Raglan Topcoats, $51.00
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Our current Sale of Suits offers the young men of
Washington a wonderful opportunity to build •
wardrobe of fine clothes, at prices well within their
reach.

This offering is especially attractive. The suits arc
tailored by one of our fine makers from a soft and
aupple flannel full of years and satisfaction. The
medium gray shade is flattering and fashionable.
In 3-button models, with center vent. Practically all
aizes are represented: Regulars, shorts and longs.
Wert S7B. Now
S6B.

SB2 Freeman Gabardine Suits —.--$69.50
$84.50
sllO Harris Tweed Suits
$79.50
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No Sale Is Ever Final Until
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TOPCOATS, OUTERCOATS, SPORTS JACKETS AND
SLACKS FROM THE FINEST MAKERS ALSO
GREATLY REDUCEDI
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In becoming medium gray

$95 Lebow Gray Flannel Suits
$135 Chester Barrie Cheviot Suits

$3.75,

You Are Completely Satisfied

|
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Flannel Suits
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have clients seeking good locations
downtown and in Shopping Centers. List
your store with us for a favorable lease.
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$13.50 Imported Wool Sport Shirts- $625
$5.95 Long-sleeve Knit Sport Shirts $2.98

$4.45

Leasing
Your Business Property?
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The escaped slayer of Ohio
Editor Don R. Mellett was added
today to the FBI * list of “10
most wanted men.”
The fugitive is Patrick Eugene
McDermott, 56, described by the
FBI as “a cold-blooded paid assassin.”
McDermott was convicted 29
years ago of the ambush slaying
of Mr. Mellett, editor of the
Canton (Ohio) Daily News, who
was shot down near his home.
The prosecution charged that
McDermott had been employed
to commit the crime by Canton
j underworld characters whose acI tivities were threatened by Mr
Mellett’s militant newspaper aran alleged
ticles concerning
alliance between hoodlums and
police
certain
officials.
McDermott got a life sentence.
He had served more than 27
years when he escaped from the
Ohio Penitentiary at Columbus
last November 28.
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next few months is today the
great question in the minds of
the leaders of the free nations.
The fu9e has been lit in Asia
by the Chinese
Communist
rulers with Russia’s strong
man approving. They seem at
the time of this writing to remain discreet in the face of
the massive American naval
and air forces in the straits of
Formosa.
But it is hlghjy
doubtful that they will remain
quiet after the evacuation of
the Tachen Islands. In military quarters in Washington it
is believed that the Communists will attack Quemoy and
Matsu within the next eight
weeks, when the monsoon seaby
son will favor operations
their junks and handicap the
actions of our naval and air
forces. The Chinese Communists also believe that they will
receive the whole-hearted support
of the USSR,
and
that Khrushchev, more than
Malenkov and the opportunist
Molotov, will take a calculated
risk. Mao Tse-tung and Chou
En-lai must have known something about the pending dramatic changes in the Sovietland when they arrogantly rejected the Security Council’s
invitation to come to New York
and present their case against
the United States.
According to qualified observers in this country and in
Britain, the USSR may not
adopt immediately an aggressive attitude toward the West.
But there have been straws in
the wind in the last few weeks
that the Red noose is tightening up in Finland, and Moscow has been tough with Sweden—both countries outside
NATO and incapable of offering more than a token resistance to Soviet pressure.
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jEscaped Slayer of Editor

Republic.

And without better clarification of our definitions and purposes we risk a war in which
we will be isolated not only
militarily but morally.
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this issue the United States
is wrong.
In sending an ultimatum to
the United States Chou was
making a declaration of war.
and in asserting he would only
negotiate on the basis of the
Russian resolution he was demanding
unconditional surevery
render
and closing
possibility of negotiation.
But, from the viewpoint of
keeping the peace in the Formosa area, tha American position is also untenable.
Defending the island of Formosa as a link in a Pacific
chain involving Japan, the
Philippines, Okinawa, etc., during a period of intense strain,
is not the same as defending
Chiang Kai-shek, who is, in
fact, at war with the Chinese
Peoples’
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In China it defended the
Communist
rebels
on the
ground that the loyalists no
longer represented
the people.
Civil wars cease to be conflicts of internal interests when
either or both parties are
backed by an external power.
In China the Soviets armed
the Communists from abandoned Japanese arsenals, while
supported
the
Americans
Chiang Kai-shek, initially as
the leader of the war against
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Russia gets its third Premier since World War 11. A French
diplomat was heard to mutter: “That’s the trouble with the Russian government. No stability

I

Whatever may be the merit
of this concept, it vanishes the
moment the world becomes divided into political and military blocs.
When the great

defended the “loyalists,” as the

“legitimate” government
sailed by Fascist “rebels.”

*

Ike asks Congress for $1 billion in Federal aid for schools.
Local communities are too broke to build schools. They spent
all their money—phoning Washington for help.
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Soviet Foreign Minister Molotov says Eisenhower is trying
to turn Communist nations back to capitalism. Conservative
Republicans doubt it. They say Ike can’t even seepi to turn the
United States back to capitalism.

By

Here Is One Definition: He Who Refuses to Negotiate
In Face of Immediate War Threat Is an Aggressor
Nations

*

Ousted Premier Malenkov says his “guilt" was failing to
solve the farm problem. Georgi, porgie, puddin’ and pie, he
raised Cain—but grew no rye.
**

everything

Outwardly

TOKYO, Feb. 9.—Prime

Just What Is an 'Aggressor?
a satisafctory
definition of “aggression."
Its
concept is that the nation that
first flies or moves troops
across a given line is the aggressor. *The manner of dealing with an aggressor has been
envisaged as demanding
that
he cease and. if he refuses, to
make him the target of united
“military action.”
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sunshine and love. Only last
week, Khrushchev denied that
there had been any frictions
within the so-called triumvirate In charge of the Soviets’
destinies.
This unexpected
declaration caused many eyebrows to be raised in Washington. Then the unexpected
bombshell: With a firm hand
Khrushchev had put on his
shoulders the mantle of Stalin,
which has been hanging in a
closet since his death. It was
not large enough to cover
three men.
The new dictator is far more
dangerous than Stalin, who in
his latter years before his
death had become somewhat
more cautious than before.
Khrushchev is an avowed
enemy of the West and particularly of the United States,
which he would like to see
crushed. He went to Peiping
last September to work out
and sign the new treaty with
Communist China. It was then
that
the USSR put its
stamp of approval to China’s
plans to remove all remaining
vestiges
of Western influence
from Asia and conquer Formosa before the end of this
year. At the farewell banquet
Khrushchev stated: “The aspirations of the Chinese People’s Republic, the desire of
the entire 600 million Chinese
people to liberate the island of
Taiwan, which is an inseparable part of Chinese territory,
are near and understandable to
the Soviet Union. Taiwan will
be liberated soon and reunited
with all its great country—the
Chinese People’s Republic.”
After this speech, Khrushchev returned to Moscow early
in October. He ordered the Soviet industry, in opposition to
Malenkov's Instructions, to
slow down the production of

to a miniconcentrate
once
more on
war production.
At the same time, some
qualified officials in Washington believe, he gave the green
light to the men in Peiping to
start actively their aggressiveness against the Nationalistheld offshore islands, and to
taking
speak
loudly about
Formosa regardless of what
the attitude of the United
States might be.
It is a fair speculation that
the humble visit of the Secretary General of the United
Nations. Mr. Dag Hammarskjold, to beg the Communists
to liberate the ll Americans
jailed
“espionage,’’
for
strengthened
Khrushchev's
conviction that the West’s
backbone bad become jellied
and that this was the time for
the Communist world to assert
itself, not by the coexistence
trap advocated by the “soft”
Malenkov, but by actual actions if the West did not surrender.
This battle between the two
schools of thought brought
about the present showdown,
resulting
in Khrushchev's
placing
a dummy as prime
minister and keeping all the
power to himself. It* must be
recalled that until the outbreak of the last war Stalin
himself was only secretary
general
of the Communist
Party. Yet all the power, after
he had disposed of all competitors by various purges, rested
in his hands. It was he. and
he alone, who decreed
to
throw the world into World
War II by signing a treaty
with Hitler.
What Khrushchev’s actions
will be in the course of the
goods

consumers’
mum and

our Embassy staff in the Soviet capital, was able to observe anything concrete.

Japanese Premier Sees AF Pilot and Civilian
No Change in Red Policy Killed in Bomber Crash

Dorothy Thompson-
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Program Asks Millions, but Billions Are Needed;
Can President See Its Emergency Proportions?
courts have declared school
construction authorities unconstitutional.
The school experts say also
that it would be at least a year
before any results would show
plan.
from the Eisenhower
Meanwhile, school enrollment
is going up at a rate of more
than a million a year. Tills
year it is 30.8 million—up 22
per cent over 1960.
The President's philosophical
approach
provokes as much
gloom in school circles as his

9-rs

Premier Georgi Malenkov "resigns.” In special
of past services, the comrades let Malenkov get his
into print ahead of his obituary.

Russian

—

President Eisenhower’s school
aid program does not represent
a serious attempt to deal with
the national emergency in education.
It is little more than a
letter of condolence to the
localities and school authoristruggling
are
ties which
against
an enormous and
growing shortage
of classrooms.
The President's
own Commissioner of Education. Samuel Brownell, has placed the
current need at 370,000 classrooms. Federal cost estimates
indicate that the job well done
would cost more than sl2
billion.
The President has suggested
only S2OO million in direct aid
for three years, which is about
$65 million a year. Even if all
went well and exactly as
planned, it would build only a
few thousand of the missing
classrooms.
are
School
authorities
equally skeptical
about the
proposed plans to help school
districts and States. Twenty
States are said to have constitutional debt limits which will
prevent any new borrowing. In
both Maine and Wisconsin, the

2.

Potomac Fever
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Federal School Aid Limited

The United
never found

Fletcher Knebel
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A new, hard taskmaster,
harsher than Stalin himself,
has taken over the unfortunate Russian people. Where
he will lead them nobody
knows at present.
The resignation of Premier
Malenkov, who publicly proclaimed himself a failure, and
his replacement by Marshal
Bulganin—a political officer
who has demonstrated in the
last 10 years that he knows
when and whom to obey—places one of the most sinister
men in the USSR. Nikhita
Khrushchev, in absolute control of all the USSR and its
satellites.
For the last few weeks there
have been rumbles coming out
of Moscow indicating internal

:

premier

submissively,

’

Hungary,

j j

the trends inside Soviet Russia. The question has not been
whether the Malenkov regime
could last, but how soon it
would be terminated from
within.
The picture presented to the
world is not that of a parliament or an electorate changing rulers but the secret maneuvers of a little clique of
men who name a new dictator
from their own number.
The sorry spectacle of a

Bulgaria,

and the Baltic countries the
people will know that a premier has
been
dismissed.
They will suspect weakness.
may
There
even be food riots
and uprisings soon in East
Germany
that could spread
to the other satellite states.
points
Chancellor Adenauer
significantly to the futility of
trying to do business with the
Moscow clique. It ought to
be a lesson to those who keep
advocating “international conferences" and high-level meetings with evil men.
So the setup is not one that
spells strength. Rather it indicates an internal weakness
which may lead to other
changes in the top-command
group. For always, in a committee form of government,
where the people have no
voice, the struggle for personal
power is never ending.
The situation will not jell
in Moscow for some time, and
it will not be possible to know
what new policies may ensue
to annoy, if not threaten, the
Western world with a new
program of bluff.
Obviously
the
advocates
here of more rather than less
armament and more inflation
through unbalanced
budgets
will continue to try to scare
the Congress into voting bigger appropriations.
But the
trouble in Moscow, if anything,
vindicates the judgment of
President Eisenhower, who is
making the armament
budget
fit the realities of today. This
means a firm reliance on nuclear power to prevent any big
war from happening
and a
steady pressure
of potential
resistance
in areas like the
Far East to keep a local situation from growing into a
major war.
Some day the
Politburo itself will be overthrown and there will be teal
peace in the world.
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The news was not a surprise
any of the persons in this
country who constantly study
to

deposed

Romania,

doing.

way.

Russia's
is Much
Than Stalin; Hopes to See America Crushed

Inside Poland, Czechoslovakia,

So the present rulers face
the danger that, if they try to
capitalize on the crisis, they
may bring about their own un-
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Khrushchev Is Old Foe of U. S.
New Dictator
More Dangerous

Food Crisis Could Drive Politburo to War in Effort
To Divert Populace From a Growing Problem
Internal trouble In Soviet
Russia rather than external
policy is back of the forced
resignation of Premier Malenkov. Every bit of evidence for
many weeks has pointed that
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